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Prologue 
 
The independence of the Baltic states has been restored for almost a decade, but 

they still do not feel secure. The spread of democracy has not yet defeated the 
domination of the power factor in international relations. Social progress does not 
always overcome the conditions dictated by geopolitics. And the geopolitical situation 
of the Baltic states remains dangerous. The too meager interest in the Baltic region of 
sea powers, particularly the USA, can not counterbalance the pressure of the major 
continental state, Russia. The position of Germany, its relations with Russia and the 
views of both countries toward the Baltic states can have a determining effect. 

In order to avoid repeating past mistakes, it is necessary to review and study in 
greater detail what these views were in the period between the world wars. 

As far as I know, the diplomatic cooperation between Germany and the Soviet 
Union in the Baltic states has not been studied in detail by historians up to now, but it 
also had not been totally forgotten. The numerous German history works analyzing 
the relations of Germany and the USSR have paid some attention to it. Günter 
Rosenfeld in his work “The Soviet Union and Germany in 1922-1933” mentions that 
these countries had common interests in the Baltic region; they did not want the 
formation of a military union or the implementation of the “Ostlocarno” project.1

Jürgen Pagel in his monogram2 as well as in an article3 on the question has 
studied the views of the Soviet Union and to some extent Germany toward the 
Poland-Lithuania conflict. Our chosen topic has also been at times treated by some 
other German historians who have analyzed the relations with the Soviet Union in 
considerable detail. However, the historical studies of international relations until 
now have primarily focused on the relations of the two states. The relations of the 
Baltic states with Germany or the USSR have also not been investigated separately. It 
would now be, I think, interesting and relevant to reach an understanding about how 
the common policies of the two large neighbors affected the situation of the Baltic 
states. Such a study would involve more elements of international politics, deal with 
more of its participants, and contribute to a more complete reconstruction of the 
history of the international relations. The local, regional facts treated in such a study 
could, perhaps, be used to investigate more general problems. For example, to answer 
the questions: was there discontinuity or continuity in the foreign policies of the 
Weimar Republic and the Third Reich, why did the Baltic countries in 1940 not only 
not oppose the occupation, but not even protest publicly against it? 

The primary source, on which we will base this article will be the archival 
materials of Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, and Germany as well as the two large 
document collections: Akten zur deutschen auswartigen Politik 1918-1945 (Acts of 
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German Foreign Policy 1918-1945) and Dokumenty vneshnei politiki SSSR (Foreign 
Policy Documents of the USSR). 

 
The Presumptions for Cooperation and Its Most Broad Traits 
 
Geopolitical reasons, the struggle between naval and continental states in the 

period between the wars, were the factors that most encouraged Germany and the 
USSR to cooperate. Although W. Conze4 and some other German historians affirm 
that Germany belonged to both these groups, Germany and Russia were primarily 
continental land states. Or at least the Soviet authorities regarded them as such. This 
is shown by the minutes of the meetings and other documents of the Politburo, the 
real highest organ of the Soviet state, which have recently become available to 
historians. One can see from them that Stalin and his associates almost always 
regarded England as the main enemy and considered Germany as the most important 
ally. 

The Baltic states were, in fact, the very place where the USSR and Germany 
had a common goal: not to allow England as a naval state to gain influence there. 
After World War I England was the only one of the great states interested in 
separating the Baltic states from Russia. In 1919 she supported by real means the 
struggle of the Baltic states with the Bolsheviks and Bermondtists (joint groups of 
German and Russian monarchists who sought to disrupt the emerging Baltic states) 
and acquired in these countries, especially in Latvia and Estonia, considerable 
authority and influence. The USSR and Germany tried to weaken this influence in 
order to strengthen their own positions. This, by the way, is shown by the Soviet 
intelligence service documents of the between the war period left in the Estonian 
State Archives.5 They indicate that almost half of their activities in the Baltic states 
were directed to fighting against the intelligence services of England, the disclosing 
and recruitment of their agents and similar matters. In these documents, however, one 
can not find any traces of the fight against the German intelligence services. 

This same tendency is also evident in diplomatic activities. Soviet and German 
diplomats, not only individually, but also in joint efforts tried to decrease the 
influence of England in the foreign and domestic policies of the Baltic states. The 
envoys of Germany and the USSR to Latvia Adolf Köster and A.Chernykh in a 
meeting on March 5, 1926 concluded that there were “very great incompatibilities” 
between England and their own countries so that in the struggle against England they 
would be allies.6 This is not an accidental, but the typical and long-term tenet of 
Soviet and German diplomats in the Baltic states who also jointly fought against the 
influence of France and its ally, Poland. 

Germany and the USSR, moreover, were united by a joint dissatisfaction with 
the peace system after the Treaty of Versailles, the post-war carving up of the 
political map. Both countries wanted to cut it up in a different way. They, thus, made 
efforts that the Baltic states, as well as other states located between Germany and the 
USSR, not form any unions, but remain separate, isolated from one another with no 
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coordinated foreign policies, or in a word, that no military-political bloc appear in 
Eastern and Central Europe which in the future could hinder the expansion of 
Germany to the East, and of the USSR to the West. In their opinion, the Baltic states 
should become a bridge linking them and not a barrier under the influence of England 
or France separating them. The USSR and Germany in the period between the wars to 
a similar degree wanted to keep the Baltic states conserved, unprepared for defense, 
not provided with security as if they were in a kind of refrigerator from which they 
could be taken out and divided at the appropriate time. 

The Rapolo Treaty and other agreements of Germany and the USSR created 
favorable conditions for cooperation. Of course, the interests of the two states were 
not absolutely identical. There were also some contradictions that arose very often 
due to ideological and political conflicts between the Soviets and the West. 
Nevertheless, at least in the period of the Weimar Republic the powers of attraction 
overcame any conflicts. 

The cooperation was not even thwarted by the export of the Bolshevik 
revolution whose focus was primarily directed against Germany and went in an 
intensive stream through the Baltic states. The Soviet support for the Communists in 
Germany in 1923 was almost like a real invasion. The German authorities reacted to 
this in a surprisingly lenient manner. In 1924 a search of the Soviet trade embassy in 
Berlin disclosed that it was continuing to distribute revolutionary literature in massive 
quantities. But almost immediately afterwards on May 10 German Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Gustav Stresemann told Lithuanian envoy Vaclovas Sidzikauskas that 
even after this incident the foreign policy of Germany would not change and it would 
not forsake “friendly relations with Russia.”7 Sidzikauskas was also indirectly told 
that Lithuania should also retain close ties with the USSR so that the coming together 
of the USSR, Lithuania, and Germany could continue. 

The interests of the Baltic states to maintain close ties with Germany and the 
USSR also encouraged cooperation. They attempted to be more of a bridge than a 
barrier. In fact, after World War I the Baltic states wanted to have better ties with the 
victors, especially England, France, and the USA But they became disappointed 
because they did not gain de jure recognition and were not even allowed to participate 
in the Paris Peace Conference. In this way, the Baltic states were in some ways even 
pushed to maintain closer ties with the USSR and Germany. 

The international orientation of each Baltic states in the period between the 
wars was not identical. Latvia and Estonia maintained relations with England and 
France at almost the same level as with Germany and the USSR. Lithuania, on the 
other hand, maintained the so-called vertical orientation. It tried to a greater degree to 
have closer ties with its two largest neighbors. For having a conflict with Poland, 
Lithuania sought for support against her particularly from the Soviet Union and 
Germany. The diplomatic cooperation between these two countries was thus greatest 
in Lithuania. 

The diplomats of the USSR and Germany in the Baltic states maintained much 
closer relations with each other than with the envoys of other states. They often 
coordinated their activities almost every day. For example, the first Soviet envoy to 
Lithuania Aleksandr Akselrod on arriving in Kaunas, even before presenting his 
credentials, met with the envoy of Germany Fritz Schönberg on September 6, 1920 
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and in a two hour meeting agreed that they have “common enemies and common 
interests.” The minutes of this meeting have remained in both the archives of Russia 
and Germany so that there is no reason to doubt their authenticity.8 The joint work of 
these two diplomats was so intense that already in 1921 there was open talk in Kaunas 
that the Soviet and German envoys practically steered Lithuanian policies.9 Their 
cooperation raised concern among the diplomats of the Entente states. Lithuanian 
Foreign Minister Juozas Purickis on January 10, 1921 mentioned to Akselrod that 
during a session of the League of Nations the Lithuanian representative was told 
explicitly that the Moscow envoy, aided by German representative Schönberg, 
“directs all of Lithuania’s foreign policy.“10

Soviet and German diplomats also acted jointly in Latvia and Estonia, as well as 
in Finland. In the international politics review of the USSR Foreign Ministry People’s 
Commissariat (FMPC), prepared in January 1925, it was justifiably stressed: “The 
diplomats of Germany in the Baltic countries, especially in Riga and Helsinki, work 
together with us.“11

What was the work that the diplomats of the two countries accomplished 
together? 

They endeavored especially not to allow the Baltic states to establish closer 
relations, to prevent the formation of a union, especially military. The USSR and 
Germany categorically opposed the creation of the “great“ i.e. five country 
(Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, and Poland) union. The attitude to the formation 
of the “little“ trilateral (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia) union was more lenient. Some 
German and Soviet diplomats even thought that the trilateral union would not harm 
the interests of the USSR and Germany, but would even be useful because the union 
would be a counterweight to Poland that would decrease its influence in the Baltic 
states and split up the countries of Northeast Europe even more. Two unions of almost 
equal size would be formed here and they could be manipulated. It was hoped that the 
USSR and Germany could control the trilateral union, have it under their control. The 
envoys of the USSR and Germany in Riga A. S. Chernykh and F. Shtive proposed 
such ideas. In reports to Berlin Shtive wrote that closer relations with Lithuania 
would encourage Latvia to give up its pro-Polish positions.12

But the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Germany did not agree with this opinion. 
It supported to a greater degree German envoy to Lithuania Hans Moraht who, in 
criticizing his Riga colleague, pointed out that Lithuania would not be able to change 
the pro-Polish political course of Latvia. More likely Lithuania would have to comply 
with this course.13
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German diplomats tried to separate, keep apart what they called the “pure” 
Baltic countries - Latvia and Estonia - from Lithuania. In one of his reports, Moraht 
pointed out that the policy of “keeping apart” was traditional and totally in line with 
the interests of Germany.14 The Soviet leadership opposed the idea of a trilateral 
union much more firmly. It was pointed out that this union would probably end up 
under the influence of England and not of Germany or the USSR. Moreover, there 
was the fear that the appearance of the trilateral union might encourage the creation of 
the “great” bloc. In this way, a bloc, led by Poland and very inconvenient for the 
USSR and Germany, might appear. 

At least during the period of the Weimar Republic both the USSR and Germany 
tried to prevent the creation of any kind of Baltic union, regardless of its make-up or 
form. 

The creation of such a union was hindered by the joint efforts of both states. 
The previously mentioned Schönberg on July 22, 1921 even proposed to the Soviet 
envoy in Lithuania Semion Aralov the convocation of a special conference for 
diplomats and politicians from Germany and the USSR during which the two 
countries would agree on joint activities directed against the creation of a Baltic 
union.15 Apparently, in order to avoid unwanted public attention, such a conference 
was not called. Joint activities were coordinated through usual diplomatic channels, 
bilateral agreements, which, clearly, were sanctioned and in many cases even initiated 
at the highest levels. For example, on March 9, 1925 the Politburo adopted a special 
concrete plan to halt the creation of a Baltic union. The plan, moreover, called for the 
more active inclusion of Germany in halting the union. She was to be told that 
because France and Poland were creating the Baltic union, it would be primarily 
directed against Germany.16

The consolidation of the Baltic states was hindered in many ways. Soviet and 
German diplomats prepared coordinated diplomatic demarches. Whenever any kind of 
union proposal appeared, they would immediately warn the political figures of the 
Baltic states that the formation of a union would be an unfriendly, even hostile step 
against both the USSR and Germany. Lithuanian political figures were also told that 
if Lithuania joined the union, it should not expect any support in its fight with Poland 
for Vilnius. Soviet and German diplomats in joint actions, at times even assigning 
separate fields of activities, tried to convince political parties in the Baltic states, 
individual politicians to oppose a union. The most active advocates of the union were 
often compromised and even forced to resign. For example, in 1925 the Soviet and 
German envoys in Tallinn, acting through the advocate of pro-Russian policies, the 
influential politician, Konstantin Päts as well as other forces, succeeded in arranging 
the resignation of Estonian Foreign Minister Kaarel Pusta, a very active advocate of a 
Baltic union.17

Soviet and German diplomats frequently in joint activities interfered in the 
internal affairs of the Baltic states, regulated the political process there. They 
supported the forces that opposed a Baltic union and sought to orientate their 
countries to Germany and the USSR. In Lithuania such a group were the tautininkai 
(Nationalists). In March 1927 the FMPC instructed the USSR envoy to Lithuania 
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Sergei Aleksandrovski to ask the German envoy Moraht for help in weakening the 
liaudininkai (Populists) opposition to the tautininkai.18 Moraht gladly agreed to help. 
He promised Aleksandrovski that he would arrange a special dinner for the 
liaudininkai leaders during which he would convince them that it was not worth 
opposing the tautininkai government.19

There was also cooperation even in fields in which it would appear that German 
and Soviet interests would not be the same. For example, Moraht tried to help 
Aleksandrovski to rescue from the firing squad the Lithuanian Communist leaders 
arrested during the December 17, 1926 state uprising. Learning that the death 
sentence would be carried out soon, Aleksandrovski late after midnight on the night 
of December 25, awakened Moraht who immediately agreed to make a visit to 
President Antanas Smetona. Moraht explained that night to Smetona as well as to 
Prime Minister Augustinas Voldemaras who was also there that the executions of the 
Communists would worsen Lithuania’s relations not only with the USSR but also 
with Germany, and Lithuania should not expect to receive any more support from 
them. Smetona and Voldemaras replied that nothing more could be done. The death 
sentence had to be carried out because of internal political reasons.20

Although this endeavor was not successful, it, nevertheless, drew the Soviet and 
German diplomats together even more. 

Germany actively supported the efforts of the USSR to sign non-aggression and 
neutrality treaties with the Baltic states. They were intended to “put to sleep” the 
vigilance of the Baltic states, to show apparently that nothing was threatening them. 
Moreover, these treaties obligated them to remain neutral, i.e. in the event of an attack 
not to aid each other’s defense, not to form a defensive bloc. This complied with the 
interests of the USSR and Germany. 

Germany not only urged the Baltic states to sign the non-aggression treaties as 
soon as possible, but also offered suggestions on how to finish this more quickly. 

Wanting to lure the Baltic states more fully with a non-aggression treaty, the 
USSR in early 1926 even agreed to begin talks on the formation of a treaty between 
the three Baltic states collectively and the USSR. Germany did not agree with this. Its 
envoy in Riga, Adolf Köster, explained to Chernykh on March 24, 1926 that after 
thoroughly studying the foreign policies of the Baltic states, he decided that a 
collective treaty should not be signed. It would be much better to make a treaty with 
only one and the others would follow the example. The first one should be Lithuania 
because it was the one most interested in having a treaty.21 Köster had mentioned 
such ideas to the Soviet diplomats earlier. Chernykh in his March 21 report to the 
FMPC wrote: “Köster again urged the more rapid signing of a separate treaty with 
Lithuania. This would force Latvia and Estonia to do the same.”22

The advice was heeded. The USSR and Lithuania Non-Aggression Treaty was 
signed secretly on September 14, 1926 in Kaunas and publicly on September 28 in 
Moscow. Of course, other factors, primarily the refusal of Latvia and Estonia to 
recognize Vilnius as part of Lithuania as the USSR had done, encouraged the 
formation of this isolated treaty. However, the suggestions of Germany were also a 
factor encouraging the Soviets and Lithuanians. 
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The advice of Köster was also fulfilled by the signing of the USSR- Latvia Non-
aggression Treaty. Köster invited to dinner the special Moscow envoy Aralov, who 
had traveled to Riga in October 1926 to hold talks on the treaty. During the dinner 
Köster pointed out to Aralov that it would probably be difficult to sign a treaty with 
the current rightist government of Latvia. It would be better if the Latvian government 
were changed, that a cabinet of leftist Social democrats, who would agree to sign a 
treaty on terms dictated by the USSR, come to power even for a brief period.23

Soon afterwards not without the influence of Soviet and German diplomats, 
such a change in the Latvian government occurred.24 On December 19, 1926 a Social-
democratic government came to power and initialed the non-aggression pact with the 
USSR on March 9, 1927. 

Many Western states, especially England and France, considered the non-
aggression treaties between the USSR and the Baltic states in a very unfavorable 
manner. The treaty, signed by Lithuania, which was even called a “political bomb,” 
exploding the unity of the Baltic states and ruining their cooperation, raised particular 
anger.25

Germany, on the other hand, was very pleased with this “bomb.” German 
Foreign Minister Stresemann already at a meeting on September 28 with USSR envoy 
in Berlin Nikolai Krestinski said that the treaty was useful.26 On October 16 the head 
of the Eastern Department of the German Foreign Ministry E. Wallroth met 
Lithuanian envoy to Berlin Sidzikauskas and discussed the treaty directly. Wallroth 
repeated several times that the German government viewed the signing of the treaty 
with great sympathy. Moreover, he pointed out that the political direction marked out 
in the agreement between the USSR and Lithuania created a new situation that was 
totally in agreement with the political goals of Germany.27

The USSR was very pleased with such support from Germany. On October 16, 
1926 a FMPC note to Aleksandrovski stated: “All the Germans without exceptions 
agree with, and some of them are even jubilant over our treaty with Lithuania.”28 In 
one of his reports from Riga Chernykh wrote: “On learning about the signing of the 
treaty, German envoy Köster was very happy. After inviting me to his office, he 
praised me at length “for breaking through the Baltic front” and even invited all the 
personnel of our embassy “to celebrate the Lithuanian victory.”29

The favorable reaction of Germany toward the USSR-Lithuania treaty was so 
strong that Lithuanian politicians suddenly proposed that a similar treaty be offered to 
Germany. They knew that Germany and the USSR coordinated their policies in the 
Baltic states and did not take any important steps without the agreement of the other. 
Thus, Lithuanian politicians asked the USSR to urge Germany to accept their offer. 
On October 22 Sidzikauskas appealed to Krestinski and asked him to urge Germany 
to make a political pact with Lithuania. The Soviet diplomat agreed with the 
suggestion and promised to talk about it with Stresemann.30

Nevertheless, Germany did not decide to sign a political treaty with Lithuania at 
that time. She was afraid of the unfavorable reaction of the West, especially France. 
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On November 22 German state secretary von Schubert told the Lithuanian envoy 
openly: as long as France holds the left bank of the Rhine and the Saar coal basin 
under occupation Germany has to be very careful in its foreign policies and a non-
aggression pact with Lithuania would only make her situation with the West more 
difficult. Von Schubert suggested making an arbitration and conciliation treaty in the 
preamble of which the friendly relations of the states would be stressed.31

Moreover, it was indirectly made clear that Germany would prefer to sign a 
trade treaty with Lithuania. The USSR actively supported the negotiations for such a 
treaty. One of the instructions from Moscow sent to the USSR envoy in Kaunas 
stressed: “The signing of a trade treaty between Germany and Lithuania would be a 
positive factor. Therefore one should urge Moraht and Lithuanian Prime Minister 
Voldemaras to sign such a treaty.”32 It was signed on October 30, 1928. 

Therefore in their relations with Lithuania, the USSR and Germany apparently 
shared functions. The first signed a political treaty and the second an economic treaty. 
In coordinating their interests, both large neighbors considered their capabilities. 
Because of financial difficulties, the USSR was not able to purchase a greater quantity 
of Lithuanian agricultural products, but Germany could. The USSR supported this 
activity because it did not want Lithuania to be economically tied with Poland and 
Western states. Member of the FMPC Boris Stomoniakov, who directly headed 
policies toward the Baltic states, in a February 1, 1928 instruction to the USSR envoy 
in Kaunas Aleksander Arosev wrote: We welcome the closer economic relations 
between Germany and Lithuania because we ourselves are not capable of opposing 
Polish economic expansion in Lithuania.33

By drawing Lithuania to their side politically and economically, the USSR and 
Germany weakened the unity of the Baltic states. They did not create a firm union. 
The Baltic Entente of 1934 was only a formal association without a defense treaty or 
an economic treaty. The dispute between Poland and Lithuania hindered the 
formation of a strong Baltic union. 

 
Moderating the Conflict of Poland and Lithuania 
 
In October 1920 Poland captured Lithuania’s capital, Vilnius, and annexed it. A 

fierce conflict arose between the two states. Because this conflict made the formation 
of a union between the Baltic states and Poland practically impossible, Germany and 
especially the USSR were interested in preserving it. They tried to maintain or even to 
stir up the conflict. On June 25, 1926 German envoy to Lithuania Schrötter  asserted 
to his colleague from Moscow Aleksandrovski that he would support any activity that 
would hinder closer ties between Poland and Lithuania. This was the only possible 
policy for Germany. 

Having been injured by Polish aggression, Lithuania sought the support of 
Germany and the USSR. In the treaties of 1920 and 1926 the USSR recognized 
Vilnius as belonging to Lithuania. Germany agreed with this. But such primarily 
moral support was not sufficient for Lithuania. It asked Germany and the USSR to 
sign secret treaties that would commit them to defend Lithuania from a possible new 
Polish attack and to promise to help regain Vilnius. The USSR and Germany 
coordinated their positions on this question. Already at the end of 1923 German 
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envoy to Lithuania Olschauzen traveled to Moscow where he inquired whether it was 
worth making a commitment to Lithuania.34 Both large states decided that it was not 
worth making. They wanted to keep their hands free. Only after a military conflict 
arose, would they decide whether or not to help Lithuania and determine to what 
degree and in what way. 

Both the USSR and Germany feared that they might be drawn into war at an 
inappropriate time when they were not yet sufficiently prepared. Although 
maintaining and encouraging the Polish-Lithuanian conflict, both great neighbors also 
took care that it would not become a war. In a word, they wanted to maintain the 
conflict at a certain temperature, not too high and not too low, as if measured by a 
barometer or thermometer. 

The conflict was encouraged until the end of 1926, but extinguished in 1927 
and 1928. After the December 17, 1926 uprising in Lithuania, its government, 
especially Foreign Affairs Minister and Premier Voldemaras, began to demand more 
fiercely the return of Vilnius. Poland also became more categorical. The threat arose 
that it could take over Lithuania in a sudden attack and settle the dispute in a military 
manner. Neither the USSR nor Germany wanted such a solution. 

Acting on this question on the initiatives of France, England and in part Italy, 
the League of Nations tried to moderate the growing conflict between Poland and 
Lithuania. The USSR became very nervous about this because it did not belong to the 
League of Nations and thus could be eliminated from the adjustment of the Polish-
Lithuanian conflict which it considered so important. Germany was less worried 
because she was a permanent member of the League of Nations and could defend her 
interests there. England and France wanted to draw the Germans into the activities of 
the League of Nations to a greater degree in order to keep it more distant from the 
USSR. Germany tried to maintain a balance between the Western states and the 
USSR. Nevertheless, its views on the dispute between Lithuania and Poland were 
similar to those of the USSR. Germany wanted the dispute to continue, but the 
Western states wanted to settle it. 

Under such circumstances the USSR attempted to increase diplomatic 
cooperation with Germany. In January 1927 the FMPC board decided to appeal to 
Germany and offered these very clearly principles of political coordination: 

Germany and the USSR admit that they are both politically interested in 
preserving an independent Lithuania; 

Germany and the USSR coordinate all their policies in regard to Lithuania and 
carry them out by joint efforts; 

Both countries do not oppose moderating some of the urgent questions in the 
dispute between Poland and Lithuania on the condition that this did not directly or 
indirectly violate the sovereignty of Lithuania; 

Germany and the USSR coordinate negotiations with Lithuania on trade treaties 
and sign them in order to strengthen Lithuania’s economic independence from 
Poland.35

 
The USSR envoy in Berlin Krestinski discussed this plan already in January 

1927 in conversations with Stresemann and Schubert. Deputy Foreign Affairs 
Commissar Maksim Litvinov also discussed it with the German envoy in Moscow 
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Count Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau.36 Germany in essence agreed with the 
principles proposed by the USSR. She mentioned her readiness publicly to direct the 
attention of England, France, and the League of Nations to the possible danger to 
Lithuania from the threat of Polish aggression and to grant Lithuania a loan. Both 
states decided to urge and oversee the negotiations between Poland and Lithuania on 
transporting timber on the Nemunas River. 

Germany, however, agreed to support Lithuania only if she would make some 
concessions to the Germans in the Klaipėda region and stop demanding the recall of 
the German consul who according to Lithuanian sources interfered in local matters 
and directed almost all the activities of the Klaipėda parliament. 

The USSR demanded that Lithuania accept the German conditions. On 
February 5, 1927 Stomoniakov in his directions to Aleksandrovski stressed: “It is 
essential once again to urge Voldemaras in the most firm manner to accept the 
German wishes and not to demand the recall of its consul from Klaipėda.”37 In a note 
of February 12, Stomoniakov once again instructed Aleksandrovski to urge 
Voldemaras not to inflame the relations with Germany because this could disrupt the 
joint activity of the USSR and Germany to support Lithuania.38

The envoys of the USSR and Germany to Lithuania Aleksandrovski and Moraht 
actively carried out the instruction immediately. They discussed the matter on 
February 19, 20, 26, and subsequently, most often over dinner. In his diary 
Aleksandrovski called the meeting with Moraht on February 20 “the cooperation of 
the USSR and Germany in Lithuania.”39

The increased conflict between Lithuania and Poland at the end of 1927 was a 
serious test for the cooperation of the USSR and Germany. At that time Poland in 
almost an ultimatum tone threatening war demanded that Lithuania announce that 
there was no state of war with Poland. Voldemaras, however, did not want to do this 
for a long time, explaining that the renunciation of the state of war could be 
understood as a renunciation of Vilnius. 

The just mentioned demand by Poland was in practical terms supported by the 
League of Nations which decided to settle the Lithuanian-Polish conflict quickly at 
the session in December. This was very inconvenient for the USSR because the 
League of Nations would win the laurels for bringing peace between Lithuania and 
Poland. In a talk with Stresemann on December 4, Litvinov declared that these laurels 
had to be won not by the League, but by the USSR and Germany.40 In a word, the 
USSR wanted to continue settling the Lithuanian-Polish dispute by itself, assisted by 
Germany. Therefore, the USSR urgently suggested that Germany make a diplomatic 
demarche to Voldemaras, i.e. demand that Lithuania announce before the session of 
the League of Nations Council that it no longer considers itself to be in a state of war 
with Poland. 

Germany, however, succeeded in avoiding such a demarche (the USSR had to 
do it unilaterally). At that time it apparently wanted to demonstrate that it had its own 
position, as a member of the League of Nations. 

In fact, during the League of Nations Council session Stresemann promised 
Litvinov to pursue a joint policy on the “Lithuanian question,”41 but complete 
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harmony was not achieved. This is analyzed in the mentioned article by Pagel42 and 
clearly reflected in published documents.43

The Council of the League of Nations on December 10, 1927 declared that the 
state of war between Poland and Lithuania was abolished and recommended that the 
two states begin negotiations. The negotiations were to begin in January 1928. But 
Lithuania did not join the negotiations believing that they would be used to force her 
to accept the loss of Vilnius. The threat arose that the League of Nations would again 
discuss the conflict, adopt a strict resolution on the matter, which would either force 
Lithuania to make peace with Poland or allow Poland to settle matters with Lithuania 
as it wished. 

Neither resolution was acceptable. The diplomats of the USSR and Germany 
wanted the conflict to continue, but not turn into a war. They, therefore, urged 
Lithuania to begin negotiations on technical questions (mail and telegraph services, 
border communications, and shipping timber on the Nemunas River). 

Soviet and German diplomats discussed how to jointly convince Voldemaras 
who was arriving in Berlin on January 25, 1928 for negotiations. USSR envoy 
Krestinski discussed the matter with Schubert on January 21, and three days later also 
joined by Stresemann.44 In the talks it was stated that the positions of the USSR and 
Germany were in complete agreement - Voldemaras had to begin negotiations. By 
supporting each other’s positions, the countries would force Voldemaras to negotiate. 
Stresemann said that he would talk with Voldemaras on January 25 and if he had to 
settle any other details would telephone Krestinski. Krestinski announced that he 
would meet Voldemaras three times and on January 28 would arrange a dinner in his 
honor during which he would present in detail the position coordinated with 
Germany. 

The Soviet and German diplomats to Lithuania also pressured Voldemaras 
jointly, informing each other in detail about their talks with him. On February 18, 
1928 Moraht informed Arosev that Voldemaras had told him that there would not be 
any negotiations with Poland before April. For until that time the roads were in such 
poor condition that Poland could not start a war with Lithuania. Moraht stressed that 
this position was “extraordinarily dangerous.” The Council of the League of Nations 
at its March session could accuse Lithuania of thwarting the negotiations and punish 
her severely. Arosev agreed with this view. He declared: “We concur with this 
German view and are happy that we are trying to influence Voldemaras in the same 
direction.”45

Urged by the USSR and Germany, Lithuania began negotiations with Poland on 
March 30. But they proceeded sluggishly. The Western states then began to demand 
in a strict manner that Lithuania be more compliant and threatened to take more 
resolute measures against her at the September session of the Council of the League 
of Nations. By appealing to it officially, they also tried to convince Germany to 
pressure Voldemaras. The USSR in response tried to keep Germany from joining this 
policy and to act together with her. 

How was this reflected in the activities of diplomats accredited in Lithuania? 
In the beginning of July 1928 the representatives of France, England, and Italy 

Hebert, Parrish, and Giovanni Amadori received orders from their governments to 
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demand in a joint demarche that Voldemaras be more compliant. An attempt was also 
made to include the German envoy Moraht in the joint demarche. But he refused and 
informed Soviet envoy Simon Rabinovich about this. The two held a comprehensive 
discussion on July 14. Rabinovich urged Moraht “not to join the joint demarche in 
any way,”46 but to act jointly with him. Moraht agreed, but also noted that on July 16 
he would have to go to a joint meeting with Hebert, Parrish, and Amadori. Rabinovich 
did not object, but suggested in detail to Moraht how he should act during the 
meeting. He should maintain a passive manner. He should not be the first one to speak 
- let the others express their opinions, let them say what instructions they had. Hebert 
would probably be the first one to talk because as a Frenchman he is impatient. 

Moraht replied that he would of course comply with the advice. He would not 
reveal his intentions, but only learn the plans of the Western diplomats.47

The meeting on July 16 occurred just as Rabinovich had predicted. Hebert was 
the first one to speak and attacked Lithuania with fierce accusations. Moraht did not 
defend Lithuania, but pointed out that Poland was also not a saint. Amadori agreed 
with him to some degree. The British representative Parrish suggested that 
Voldemaras be given a “joint memorandum.” Moraht firmly rejected this proposal. 
He noted that he would never sign it and in general would not join the joint demarche. 
He did not say anything about his actions, but learned when and how the others would 
talk with Voldemaras. 

Moraht informed Rabinovich about this in detail on July 19.48 On that occasion 
as well as during the mentioned July 14 meeting they agreed on when, how, and what 
to say to Voldemaras and other Lithuanian diplomats. 

Moraht and Rabinovich agreed to tell them the following: 
The League of Nations Council session in September can be a danger to 

Lithuania unless it becomes more compliant. 
In that session Germany will not be able to defend Lithuania unless it settles at 

least several technical questions with Poland. 
Voldemaras should not think in the event of an armed conflict between 

Lithuania and Poland that Germany and the USSR would immediately, without 
considering circumstances, defend Lithuania. His hopes that 40-50,000 volunteers 
from Germany would arrive to defend Lithuania are without any foundation. In the 
best circumstances only 20-30 individuals might come. 

Moraht was extraordinarily open in these talks. He showed most secret 
diplomatic documents to Rabinovich. On July 14 he read him Schubert’s letter about 
the secret intentions of France to allow Poland to take over Lithuania in a sudden 
attack. On July 19 Moraht read to Rabinovich the text of the telegram he was about to 
send to Berlin and even asked if he should include anything else in it.49

The diplomatic cooperation between Germany and the USSR was particularly 
intense in the summer of 1928. It was not limited to the usual diplomatic channels. In 
the middle of July FMPC board member Stomoniakov, who was practically in charge 
of policies toward the Baltic states, traveled to Berlin with a special mission. He held 
talks with Schubert and Krestinski on how to force Lithuania to be more compliant 
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and how, in general, to increase the level of diplomatic cooperation between the 
USSR and Germany.50

In general, this cooperation was successful. The League of Nations did not 
settle the Lithuanian-Polish conflict. On the other hand, the conflict also did not turn 
into a war, which at that time neither the USSR nor Germany desired. 

On September 19, 1929 Voldemaras resigned. The Lithuanian-Polish conflict 
slackened, weakened. The USSR and Germany quickly changed their policies 
accordingly. They no longer tried to moderate the conflict, but once again tried to 
preserve it and ensure that it would not disappear. 

In fact, from the beginning of the 1930s Soviet and German diplomatic 
cooperation on the question of the Lithuanian-Polish conflict began to weaken and 
almost disappeared. Three factors influenced this. First, Lithuania’s quarrel with 
Germany over Klaipėda grew stronger and the latter no longer wanted to support 
Lithuania against Poland. Second, in 1933 with the coming to power of Adolf Hitler, 
the relations between the USSR and Germany worsened. Third, Germany began to 
have closer relations with Poland. On January 26, 1934 they signed a non-aggression 
declaration. Subsequently, Lithuania had little hope of receiving German support 
against Poland. 

Germany gradually began to coordinate its position in the Lithuanian-Polish 
conflict not with the USSR, but with Poland. In 1939 at almost the same time as the 
Austrian Anschluss occurred, Poland submitted to Lithuania an ultimatum demanding 
the unconditional reinstitution of diplomatic relations. Poland threatened war and 
intended to take over Lithuania. Actually, not all of Lithuania, for it had foreseen 
leaving the Klaipėda region to Germany. 

The USSR made only loud declarations, but was not planning to defend 
Lithuania. Lithuania was forced to accept the ultimatum and reinstate diplomatic 
relations with Poland. 

 
The Klaipėda Problem 
 
In the period between the wars Germany and the USSR had a quite similar view 

toward the Klaipėda problem. Both of them accepted the union of Klaipėda to 
Lithuania in 1923, for they were glad that their rivals, the French, were expelled from 
there. However, they did not want to recognize Klaipėda as part of Lithuania 
juridically on an international scale. Germany intended to take it back when the 
opportunity arose. The USSR tried to take the German position into consideration on 
this question. This was shown by the USSR-Lithuanian negotiations on a non-
aggression treaty. Lithuania demanded that in it the USSR should recognize that 
Klaipėda belonged to Lithuania. On April 27, 1926 Litvinov openly told Lithuanian 
envoy Jurgis Baltrušaitis: The recognition of Klaipėda to Lithuania in the non-
aggression treaty would injure our relations with Germany, and we can not have such 
a quarrel.51 And indeed it did not have a quarrel, but asked Germany’s opinion and 
together coordinated for a long time “the Klaipėda formula.” For example, the USSR 
envoy in Berlin held talks with Stresemann on May 12, 1926, and subsequently 
several time with Schubert.52 They both stressed that Germany can not recognize its 
eastern borders because it will attempt to change them in the future. Germany 
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demanded that the non-aggression treaty state that the USSR would recognize any 
future Germany-Lithuania agreement on Klaipėda. 

Lithuania could not accept any of the formulations (several were suggested) 
coordinated by the USSR and Germany. For, all of them raised doubts about 
Lithuania’s sovereignty in the Klaipėda region or even directly stated that a new 
agreement with Germany was needed. Thus, nothing was said about Klaipėda in the 
1926 USSR-Lithuania Non-Aggression Treaty. 

At the end of the 1920s - beginning of the 1930s the disagreements between 
Lithuania and Germany over Klaipėda became fiercer. Lithuanian sovereignty there 
was greatly limited. Lithuania only appointed the governor while the parliament and 
directorate were in the hands of German organizations. Germany supported these 
organizations. Its consul interfered in the administration of the area. Separatist 
feelings which the Lithuanian authorities tried to suppress, sometimes even violating 
the Klaipėda Convention, grew stronger in Klaipėda. The USSR tried to mitigate the 
German-Lithuanian disagreements over Klaipėda. They feared that Lithuania if it had 
a conflict with Germany might form closer ties with Poland. The USSR almost 
constantly urged Lithuania to make concessions to Germans in Klaipėda and, in 
general, to avoid any disputes with Germany. The USSR, in turn, frequently tried to 
convince Germany to decrease the pressure on Lithuania because this could force her 
“into Poland’s embrace.” 

The diplomatic cooperation of the USSR and Germany on the Klaipėda 
question was also intense. Here is one little example. In 1932 Moraht was totally 
unable to come to an agreement with Lithuanian Foreign Minister Dovas Zaunius on 
Klaipėda matters. At that time USSR envoy to Kaunas Mikhail Karski advised 
Moraht to appeal directly to Prime Minister Juozas Tūbelis and even organized a 
special meeting for them.53 The relations of Moraht and Karski were so close that the 
latter even found it necessary to warn Moscow: “It would not be desirable that Berlin 
learn to what degree Moraht is giving information. We read coded originals.”54

The USSR did not stop urging Lithuania to be more lenient to Germany even 
after Hitler came to power. On November 9, 1934 Karski received instructions from 
Moscow that he should advise President Smetona and Prime Minister Tūbelis to 
follow a more careful and more pro-German policy in Klaipėda. Baltrušaitis received 
exactly the same recommendation from Stomoniakov on November 19, 1935.55 On 
November 18 Karski urged Smetona to pursue a more moderate political course in 
Klaipėda.56 On March 11 of that year Moscow urged Lithuania in a special demarche 
to impose less severe penalties for anti-state acts on fascists in the Klaipėda region.57

In the fateful year of 1939 the USSR advised Lithuania to hand over Klaipėda to 
Germany without any resistance. Soviet envoy to Lithuania N. Pozdniakov told a 
Lithuanian political figure: “Give up Klaipėda now. There will come a time when we 
will return it to you and even add Königsberg.”58

 
Brief Conclusions 
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The diplomatic cooperation of the USSR and Germany in the Baltic states was 
more than the usual diplomatic contacts during which opinions were exchanged and 
current international events discussed. This was a specific policy of both countries. It 
hindered the Baltic countries from forming a union, strengthening security. They were 
kept as unsecure and prepared for division in 1939. There is no direct link between 
this division and the discussed cooperation. But there is an indirect one. The 
possibility of division was discussed at an earlier time. Already in 1925-1926 USSR 
diplomats formed a “general” plan for dividing the Baltic states. It was foreseen that 
Latvia and Estonia would be given to the USSR, the Klaipėda region to Germany, and 
the rest of Lithuania to Poland.59

Due to the coordinated intense pressure of the USSR and Germany the policies 
of the Baltic states, especially Lithuania, became inconsistent, contradictory, Her 
conflict with Poland and the disagreements with Germany over Klaipėda remained. 

 
Translated by Saulius Girnius 
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